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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes VISTURE, a system for generating a robot’s
gesture and speech by using video as input. VISTURE assumes a
situation in which a robot conveys what it saw with a camera to
a person who was absent. The value of this paper is that we have
performed a case study to investigate the expressions that Japanese
people use to describe video scenes, and used the results to build
VISTURE. In particular, we found classi�cation of expressions de-
picting the video scenes throughout the case study: Foreground
information that is the relevant event of the scene and Background
one that is not the main point of the description giving the entire
scene. Foreground and Background are referred in combination.
VISTURE employs the classi�cation to generate human-like expres-
sions. Moreover, we designed the method to determine Foreground
and Background, and it can generate multiple combinations of
expressions. We investigated the people’s impression of a robot
performing the gestures and speech generated by VISTURE to eval-
uate the quality of those gestures and speech. The results showed
that the robot was perceived as more likable and capable when it
performed gestures.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing! Human computer interac-
tion (HCI).

KEYWORDS
Human-robot interaction, Gesture generation, Speech generation

Figure 1: The human on the right is imaging the situation
that several people are walking and running near a streetcar.
If he focuses on the crowd (green circle), he may say “It was
very crowded.” If he focuses on the streetcar (yellow circle),
he may say “I saw a streetcar.”

1 INTRODUCTION
Humans commonly communicate something they have seen to
people in multimodal ways including speech, gaze, and gestures.
In this paper, we focus on a robot which uses video acquired from
its own camera and conveys what it saw in a multimodal way.

There are many previous works that use gestures to convey what
it sees. ([12, 19]). Nihei et al. proposed amethod to generate gestures
that represent objects’ shape by using images as input [19]. For text
generation using video, there is video captioning ([7, 10, 15, 26]).
Donahue et al. proposed generating captions that express the input
videos by using long short-term memory (LSTM) [7].

However, previous works do not take into account information
selection. When humans conveys what they saw to someone who
did not see, they are inherently capable of selecting information. For
example, in a scene where a streetcar is running through a crowd, as
illustrated in Figure 1, whether to focus on the crowd or the streetcar,
or whether to focus on other aspects of the scene, will depend on
the person and the situation. In particular, if the place is famous
for being always crowded, humans would not mention the crowds,
but if it is not, humans would mention the crowds. This needs to
be taken into account when generating robot representations.
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In this study, we consider a system that selects information and
generates gestures and speech with reference to human represen-
tations, assuming a situation in which a robot conveys what it
saw to someone who did not see it. We performed a case study
to investigate the expressions that people use to describe video to
someone who don’t see it, and used the results to build VISTURE.
VISTURE is a system for generating a robot’s gesture and speech by
using video as input, assuming a situation in which a robot conveys
what it saw with a camera to a person who was absent. VISTURE
can make human-like expressions inspired by humans’ expressions.
In particular, we found classi�cation of expressions depicting the
video scenes throughout the case study: Foreground information
that is the relevant event of the scene and Background one that
is not the main point of the description giving the entire scene
(See Table 2 for details). Foreground and Background are referred
in combination. Moreover, we designed the method to determine
objects to be mentioned as Foreground and Background, and it can
generate multiple combinations of expressions. VISTURE computes
features based on the motions of objects in the video and then
decides which objects to represent.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
related research. Section 3 describes the target system and the data
collection, and Section4 explains the details of VISTURE. Section 5
details the experiments, and Section 6 presents the results of the
experiments. Section 7 discusses the results and Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Gestures Explaining Scenes
Gestures are important in communication ([3, 5, 11, 13, 20, 23]).
Cabibihan et al. showed that humans can understand spatial loca-
tions by using ambiguous explanations combined with pointing
gestures, as well as by using clear explanations [5]. Dijk et al. found
that the performance of gestures related to the speech content helps
humans remember the verbs corresponding to the gestures [23].

Gestures are the one of the e�ective methods of explaining
scenes, and many works conduct on this topic. There are several
approaches generating gestures to explaining scenes ([12, 19]). Ni-
hei et al. prepared seven types of gestures that express shapes of
objects and developed a system that decides the appropriate gesture
to represent the shape of an object in an input image [19]. Kadono
et al. proposed the system which receives texts as input, checks the
pre-prepared dictionary of gestures for each noun obtained from
morphological analysis, and performs one of the three pre-prepared
gestures if the noun is de�ned in the dictionary [12].

2.2 Texts Explaining Scenes
Text is also the one of the e�ective methods of explaining scenes
[1, 21, 27, 28]. Image captioning is the task of generating text that de-
scribes the content of an image. Selvaraju et al. proposed Gradient-
weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) that can grasp
each neuron’s importance for the decision of interest [21]. Video
captioning is the task of generating text that describes the content of
a video. Previous research on video captioning uses LSTM or trans-
former [7, 10, 15, 26]. Yan et al. proposed the STAT video caption
framework, which uses the spatial-temporal attention mechanism

(STAT) to exploit the temporal and spatial structure of video [26].
Man et al. proposed a scenario-aware recurrent transformer (SART)
that uses a recurrent transformer and includes scenario understand-
ing module [15]. Focusing on the shared memory that a robot and
a user acquire during the same experience, Matsumoto et al. devel-
oped a computational model of memory recall of visited places, and
a robot which responds to a user using the model [17].

2.3 Problem Setting
Previous works do not consider how to select information to convey
what it sees to someone who did not see. Humans inherently select
information and the representations should be di�erent depending
on the person or the situation. In this study, we performed a case
study to investigate humans’ expressions that conveys what they
saw to someone who didn’t see it. And, based on the �ndings given
by the case study, we designed the criteria (see Section 4.3) of select-
ing information from the input and created a system that generates
gestures and speech from the information selected according to the
criteria.

3 CASE STUDY
3.1 Overview
People commonly communicate something they have seen to people
who didn’t see. Hence, we aim to build a system that enables a robot
to communicate a scenario that it saw to people who did not see
that scenario. For a system to generate gestures and speech based
on an input video, it must have a function to decide what to talk
about in the video. We thus performed a case study to investigate
the expressions that Japanese people use to describe video, with
the goal of �nding classi�cation for judging what they talk about.

3.2 Procedure
We asked experimental participants to watch videos and then ex-
plain in one sentence how they would describe each video to some-
one who had never seen it. The case study was conducted through
a Japanese crowdsourcing platform with 30 participants. (20 male, 7
female and 3 undisclosed; age 30–55 years old), who each watched
10 videos. Each video was 10 seconds long and was randomly se-
lected from the video description dataset VATEX [25]. VATEX uses
video from Kinetics-600 [6] validation and holdout test sets, and
each video has 10 English and 10 Chinese captions. The videos focus
on human behavior and include scenes such as playing musical
instruments and shaking hands. Expressions for the same thing
may change depending on the culture and language. Therefore,
translations of these captions could not be used, and descriptions
were collected in Japanese.

3.3 Results and Analysis
We collected 300 descriptions in total; Table 1 gives examples from
two videos. We analyzed the descriptions to investigate the tenden-
cies in how the participants described the videos. First, we divided
the collected descriptions into clauses and extracted the subjects
and predicates. Next, we classi�ed the clauses into two groups:
those with a relation to the subject and predicate (main idea), and
those with no relation. We judged these relations by whether or
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Table 1: Examples of collected descriptions

Video Descriptions (translated from Japanese)

A man kicks another man who is holding
crutches with both arms while smoking
a cigarette in his mouth.

https://youtu.be/
i2F6HrZKo34[16]

A man standing on crutches is suddenly
kicked by another man.

A couple are dancing salsa in a room.

https://youtu.be/
qcP1mb1IjjI[9]

A man and a woman are dancing
passionately in a room somewhere.

Table 2: De�nitions for determining what to talk about

Object to
talk about De�nition

Event An object whose motion has changed from
its initial state.

Foreground
An element that is the main idea of
the description: either an Event, or something
that is not an Event but is moving.

Background An element that is not the main idea
of the description and gives the entire scene.

not the subject and predicate were a�ected when the clause was
deleted. Finally, we examined the tendencies of the subjects and
predicates in the descriptions of each video.

As a result, we found three tendencies. First, in about 89% of
the descriptions for videos with behavior changes from the initial
states, the main ideas in the descriptions involved changes, such
as “things fell” or “things stopped.” Second, when there was no
change of behavior, the main ideas of about 93% of the descriptions
tended to involve motions, such as “dancing” or “moving.” Third,
about 32% of the descriptions express elements that had little to do
with the main ideas in descriptions. These references to extraneous
elements were seemingly intended to make it easier for the person
receiving the explanation to picture the scene. From this analysis,
we developed the de�nitions listed in Table 2 and used them to
guide our system in determining what to talk about in a video
and generating utterances accordingly. We de�ned Event as an
element whose state has changed from its initial state. We de�ned
Foreground as an element which is the main idea of the description.
It is an Event, or something that is not an Event but is moving. We
de�ned Background as an element which is not the main idea of the
description, but conveys an image of the entire scene. Foreground
and Background are referred in combination.

Figure 2: System con�guration.

4 VISTURE: SYSTEM FOR SPEECH AND
GESTURE GENERATION BASED ON VIDEO

4.1 System Structure
In this paper, we build VISTURE (VIdeo-based Speech and ges-
TURE), a gesture and speech generation system for robots that is
based on video input. From an input video, VISTURE generates
multiple candidate objects to talk about, ranks the candidates, and
generates a gesture and utterance that express the chosen object’s
motion. VISTURE uses the de�nitions in Table 2, from the results of
our case study, to determine the object to talk about and to generate
speech. The system con�guration is shown in Figure 2. VISTURE is
composed of four functions: a video feature extraction function, an
information selection function, and a behavior generation function.
When a video is inputted, VISTURE outputs the robot’s gesture and
speech.

4.2 Video Feature Extraction Function
This function gets the classes of all the objects in the input video
and their coordinates in each frame. For this paper, we used Yolov5
+ Deep Sort with PyTorch [4] for object detection and tracking.
The classes of the detected objects were based on Microsoft COCO
dataset [14].

4.3 Information Selection Function
This function determines the object to talk about by using the
de�nitions in Table 2. Speci�cally, VISTURE determines the rank-
ing of Foreground and Background candidates to talk about. First,
the information selection function receives a set of the detected
objects, >8 , 8 = 0, . . . ,# , from the video feature extraction func-
tion as input. Then, it uses the coordinates of the detected ob-
jects to calculate E8 9 how well they match each criterion 2 9 , 9 =
5 4;;, . . . , <>E8=65 0BC, . . . , <>E8=6B;>F , . . . , 148=6;0A64 via a func-
tion ⇠�!⇠*!�)⇢_"�)⇠��#⌧_2 9 :

E8 9 = ⇠�!⇠*!�)⇢_"�)⇠��#⌧_2 9 (>8 ) (1)
The criteria are listed in Table 3. Based on the results in Section

3, we devised these criteria that could be computed from the co-
ordinates of the recognized objects. For Event, there may be no
applicable object, in which case Event is not taken into account. For
each criterion, the function normalizes the degree to which each
object �ts the criterion, with a value of 1 for the object that �ts
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Table 3: Criteria for the object to talk about

Classi�cation Criterion

Foreground Event - fell
- stopped
- started

Object State - moving fast
- moving long distance
- moving from outside the frame
to inside

Background - moving slow
- having many objects of
the same class
- being large

the criterion the best and a value of 0 for the object that �ts it the
worst. Then, for each criterion, the di�erence, denoted as B2>A4 9 ,
between the maximum normalized value< 9 and the next highest
normalized value = 9 is calculated:

B2>A4 9 =< 9 � = 9 (2)
The object that best �ts each criterion is chosen as a candidate
to talk about. For example, for the criterion “moving long dis-
tance,” the information selection function calculates each detected
object’s moving distance in relation to its appearance time by
⇠�!⇠*!�)⇢_"�)⇠��#⌧_2<>E8=638BC0=24 (>8 ). It then normal-
izes the moving distance and calculates B2>A4<>E8=6;>=638BC0=24 .
The object with the longest moving distance is mentioned when
the expression is generated based on this criterion.

As described in Section 3, objects that are Foreground candidates
tend to be objects that �t the Event de�nition. Accordingly, if an
object �ts the Event de�nition, it is given priority as a Foreground
candidate, regardless of the B2>A4 values obtained for the non-Event
(Object State) criteria.

As noted in Table 2, the Background is not the main point of the
description. Therefore, to create combinations of the Foreground
and Background candidates from each criterion, after selecting a
Foreground candidate, a Background candidate is selected as an
object that is recognized as belonging to a di�erent class than the
Foreground object. Then, Foreground and Background combina-
tions are created. VISTURE determines that they are suitable for
output in order of the sum of their B2>A4 values:

B2>A4C>C0; = B2>A4�>A46A>D=3 + B2>A4⌫02:6A>D=3 (3)

4.4 Behavior Generation Function
4.4.1 Gesture Generation. From the coordinates of the chosen ob-
ject to talk about, VISTURE generates a gesture for which the
robot’s hand position when viewed from the front corresponds to
the object’s coordinates. VISTURE assumes that the robot has seen
the input video, and that the robot’s hand positions are horizontally
�ipped from the object’s coordinates. In addition, it adjusts the
length of the gesture to match the length of the generated speech,
so that the gesture is not much longer or shorter. To match gesture
timing with that of the speech, if a gesture’s starting point is far

Figure 3: Example of an input video [8] and the robot’s gen-
erated gesture. The yellow circle represents the Foreground
and the light blue circle represents the Background. The ro-
bot uses its right arm to perform a Background gesture and
its left arm to perform a Foreground gesture. The class of
the Background object is “sports ball,” and its criterion is
“moving slow.” The class of the Foreground object is “people,”
and its criterion is “stopped.” The objects’ coordinates and
the robot’s hand position are reversed because VISTURE as-
sumes a situation in which the robot conveys what it saw
and generates the gestures based on the robot’s viewpoint.

from the hand position in an upright state, which is the robot’s
default posture, the robot advances to the start of the gesture.

The robot uses an arm to perform a Foreground gesture. When
VISTURE uses the “moving slow” and “being large” criteria in Table
3 as the Background classi�cation, the robot uses the opposite
arm to describe the Background object, depending on whether the
object’s coordinates are closer to the left or right side of the frame,
and the hand position corresponds to the object’s coordinates. Then,
the robot uses the other arm to describe the Foreground. When
“having many objects of the same class” is the Background criterion,
the robot uses a metaphoric gesture with arms spread (prepared in
advance) as the Background gesture to express a large number of
objects, and it performs another gesture to express the Foreground.
Metaphoric gesture is the one of the classi�cations of gestures by
McNeill, and represent abstract concepts [18]. We determined this
gesture based on McNeill’s classi�cation. When “moving fast” is the
Foreground criterion, VISTURE makes the robot move faster than
when using the other criteria. In addition, for the “moving long
distance” and “moving from outside the frame to inside” criteria,
it makes the working range of the robot’s arm larger than for the
other criteria. We used SciPy [24] to calculate the angle of the
arm joint from the position of the robot’s hand. If we used an
object’s coordinates in all frames to generate a gesture, the gesture
would be staggered; thus, we average the coordinates every 0.4
seconds. Figure 3 gives an example of an input video and the robot’s
generated gesture.

4.4.2 Speech Content Generation. VISTURE generates utterances
based on the criteria used to determine the object to talk about and
the class of the object. For the class names of the Background and
Foreground objects to be talked about, VISTURE combines each
one with a sentence that is randomly selected from candidates for
each criterion that was used in selecting that object. The generated
speech refers to the Background and Foreground. For example,
suppose that the class of the Background object is “car,” and that
the criterion is “moving slow.” Suppose further that class of the
Forground object is “person,” and that the criterion is “stopped.”
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In this case, VISTURE generates a sentence such as “A person
stopped, while there was a car in the background.” Speci�cally, for
the Background object, “There was” would be randomly selected
from the candidates for the criterion “moving slow,” and “a car”
is the class name of the object talked about; thus the resulting
sentence is “There was a car.” As for the Foreground object, “is
stopped” would be randomly selected from the candidates for the
criterion “stopped,” and “a person” is the class name, resulting in
the sentence “A person stopped.” Finally, by connecting these two
sentences in the order of Background and Foreground, VISTURE
generates the sentence “A person stopped, while there was a car in
the background.”

4.5 Robot
For the robot, we used Pepper, which was developed by SoftBank
Robotics [22]. It has two degree of freedoms in its head, six in its
arm, two in its waist, and one in its knee. Pepper is 121 cm tall and
weights 29 kg.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Conditions
We conducted an experiment with an online questionnaire survey
to investigate the e�ects of gesture expression with VISTURE and
the �ndings from our case study. We compared the following three
conditions in an experiment having a within-subjects design.

Proposed
The robot performed both the gesture and utterance with
the highest ranking among the gestures and utterances gen-
erated by VISTURE.

Speech Only
The robot performed the same speech as under the Proposed
condition but without a gesture.

Baseline
The robot performed a gesture and utterance without refer-
ring to the Background. It talked about the same object as
under the Proposed and Speech Only conditions, and it used
Object State as the selection criterion for the Foreground
object. We used this condition to measure the e�ect of Back-
ground and Event mentions, as found in the case study.

5.2 Procedure
We explained to the participants that the robot would express a
scene that it had actually seen by focusing on the motion in that
scene. Participants watched three videos generated from an input
video for the three experimental conditions, as well as the input
video. The participants �rst watched a video of the robot’s perfor-
mance. They then watched the input video, which was assumed
to be the actual scene viewed by the robot, and they answered a
questionnaire. The sequence of steps from watching the video of
the robot to answering the questionnaire was repeated for each
video under each of the three experimental conditions. We coun-
terbalanced the order of the presented videos.

For the input videos, we randomly selected four from the video
description dataset VATEX. As described in Section 3, VISTURE
uses objects recognized in di�erent classes as the Foreground and

Table 4: Questionnaire 1 (translated from Japanese)

Measure Item Questionnaire content

Gesture Q1 The robot’s gesture was appropriate
for the input video.

Q2 The robot’s gesture was appropriate
for the speech content.

Q3 The robot’s gesture was natural.

Speech Q4 The robot’s speech was appropriate
for the input video.

Q5 The robot’s speech was appropriate
for the gesture.

Q6 The robot’s speech was natural.

Overall
representation Q7 The robot’s explanation was

appropriate for the input video.

Q8 I understood what the robot was
trying to tell me.

Q9 The robot’s explanation was
su�cient for the input video.

Background. Accordingly, we used videos in which more than two
objects appeared and at least two or more classes of objects were rec-
ognized. From these four input videos, VISTURE generated expres-
sions that mentioned the Foreground object, which was determined
according to the Event criteria in all the videos.

5.3 Measurements
We prepared Questionnaire 1, listed in Table 4, to investigate the
participants’ impressions of the robot’s gestures and utterances.
The items on Questionnaire 1 were evaluated on a 7-point Likert
scale, where 1 was the most negative response and 7 was the most
positive. We also used the Godspeed questionnaire [2], which is
a scale to evaluate the perceived impressions of robots from �ve
perspectives: anthropomorphism, animacy, likeability, perceived
intelligence, and perceived safety. We used all of these perspectives
except the perceived safety. The Godspeed questionnaire items
were evaluated on a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 was the most
negative response and 5 was the most positive.

5.4 Expected Results
We expected that the responses for anthropomorphism and like-
ability would be higher under the Proposed and Baseline condi-
tions than under the Speech Only condition, because Salem et al.
found that people perceive a robot speaking with gestures as more
human-like and likeability [20]. Accordingly, wemade the following
prediction:

Prediction 1: As compared to the Speech Only condition, the
robot’s performance under the Proposed and Baseline conditions
will be rated higher on the Godspeed questionnaire.

We also expected that the robot’s likeability would be increased
by taking the Background and Event into account, i.e., under the
Proposed condition. In the case study, the majority of participants
mentioned an Event as Foreground when an Event occurred. This
suggests that inclusion of the Background and Event can more
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Figure 4: Results of Questionnaire 1 for all videos. The error
bars indicate the standard errors.

Table 5: Results of Questionnaire 1 for all videos.

Item � ? [2

Q1 � (1.819, 141.890) = 3.021 0.057 0.04
Q2 � (1.859, 145.009) = 4.167 0.020 0.05
Q3 � (2, 156) = 5.630 0.004 0.07
Q4 � (1.416, 110.417) = 2.214 0.130 0.03
Q5 � (2, 156) = 9.735 0.001 0.11
Q6 � (1.763, 137.513) = 1.338 0.265 0.02
Q7 � (1.526, 118.995) = 0.722 0.453 0.01
Q8 � (1.368, 106.728) = 1.134 0.308 0.01
Q9 � (1.235, 96.359) = 3.849 0.044 0.05

strongly express the characteristics of a video, and we thus made
the following prediction:

Prediction 2: As compared to the Baseline condition, the robot’s
performance under the Proposed condition will be rated higher on
both Questionnaire 1 and the Godspeed questionnaire.

5.5 Participants
Through a Japanese crowdsourcing service, we recruited 20 partici-
pants for each input video, giving a total of 80 participants for four
input videos (51 male, 20 female, 9 undisclosed; age 20–65 years
old). We removed one participant from the analysis as an outlier
because the participant’s response time for the questionnaire was
308 s, whereas the median response time was 664 s.

6 RESULTS
Figure 4 shows the results of Questionnaire 1. We conducted a one-
way repeated-measures ANOVA on the results. What kind of video
was used is not treated as an independent variable. It revealed a
signi�cant e�ect for Q2, Q3, Q5, and Q9 between the conditions. In
contrast, there was no signi�cant e�ect for Q1, Q4, Q6, Q7, or Q8.
Table 5 shows details.

We also conducted multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni
method, which revealed signi�cant di�erences for Q2 between the
Proposed and Speech Only conditions (? = 0.035), and between
the Speech Only and Baseline conditions (? = 0.038). For Q3, we
found a signi�cant di�erence between the Speech Only and Baseline
conditions (? = 0.003). For Q5, there were signi�cant di�erences
between the Proposed and Speech Only conditions (? = 0.005),
and between the Speech Only and Baseline conditions (? < 0.001).
Lastly, there were no signi�cant di�erences for Q9.

Figure 5: Results of the Godspeed questionnaire for all videos.
The error bars indicate the standard errors.

Table 6: Results of the Godspeed questionnaire for all videos.

Item � ? [2

anthropomorphism � (2, 156) = 7.269 0.001 0.09
animacy � (2, 156) = 40.233 0.001 0.34
likeability � (2, 156) = 15.598 0.001 0.17

perceived intelligence � (1.765, 137.640) = 10.409 0.001 0.12

Next, Figure 5 shows the results of the Godspeed questionnaire.
We found a signi�cant e�ect between the conditions for all four
tested perspectives. Table 6 shows details.

For the Godspeed questionnaire, we again conducted multiple
comparisons using the Bonferroni method. We found signi�cant dif-
ferences for anthropomorphism between the Proposed and Speech
Only conditions (? = 0.002), and between the Speech Only and
Baseline conditions (? = 0.008). For animacy, likeability, perceived
intelligence, there were signi�cant di�erences between the Pro-
posed and Speech Only conditions (? < 0.001), and between the
Speech Only and Baseline conditions (? < 0.001).

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Implications
For all items on the Godspeed questionnaire, we found signi�cant
di�erences between the Proposed and Speech Only conditions, and
between the Speech Only and Baseline conditions. Because the
robot’s performance under the Proposed and Baseline conditions
was rated higher than under the Speech Only condition, Prediction
1 was validated. VISTURE generates gestures that express motion,
and we found that the participants’ impressions of the robot were
enhanced when a gesture expressing motion was performed along
with speech. In other words, it is worthwhile for a robot to perform
gestures that express motion.

On the other hand, we observed no trend for robot expressions
that mimicked human expressions of the Background and Event.
In other words, we could not validate Prediction 2. However, by
examining the trends for the individual videos, we found cases in
which expressions that included the Background and Event were
evaluated better or worse. We describe these �ndings in the next
section.
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Figure 6: Results of Questionnaire 1 for Video 1. The error
bars indicate the standard errors.

7.2 E�ects of Events and Background
Descriptions

Here, we discuss when a representation taking the Event and Back-
ground into account works well, when it does not, and what kind
of representation should be used. The input video a�ected whether
the robot’s performance was evaluated more highly under the Pro-
posed condition or the Baseline condition; hence, we focus on this
di�erence.

For all of the input videos used in the experiment, VISTURE gen-
erated representations in which the Foreground object was obtained
from an Event. Therefore, the di�erence between the Foreground
representations under the Proposed and Baseline conditions was
whether or not the target object to talk about was obtained from
an Event, and whether or not the generated expression took the
Background into account.

For Video 1 of a man throwing a ball, the robot’s performance
was evaluated more positively under the Proposed condition than
under the Baseline condition. By conducting a one-way repeated-
measures ANOVA and multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni
method, we found signi�cant di�erences between the Proposed and
Baseline conditions. Figure 6 shows the results of the multiple com-
parisons test for Questionnaire 1. The test identi�ed the following
results: for Q1, Proposed > Speech Only (? = 0.006) and Proposed
> Baseline (? < 0.001); for Q2, Proposed > Baseline (? = 0.006); for
Q3, Proposed > Baseline (? = 0.044); for Q4, Speech Only > Base-
line (? = 0.035); for Q5, Proposed > Speech Only (? = 0.017) and
Proposed > Baseline (? = 0.011); for Q7, Speech Only > Baseline
(? = 0.028) and Proposed > Baseline (? = 0.027); and for Q9, Speech
Only > Baseline (? = 0.004) and Proposed > Baseline (? = 0.001).
Overall, these results show that the robot’s performance for Video
1 was better evaluated under the Proposed condition than under
the Baseline condition.

Next, Figure 7 shows the results of the multiple comparisons test
for the Godspeed questionnaire. The test identi�ed the following
results: for anthropomorphism, Proposed > Speech Only (? = 0.002)
and Proposed > Baseline (? = 0.010); for animacy, Proposed >
Speech Only (? < 0.001), Speech Only > Baseline (? = 0.001), and
Proposed > Baseline (? < 0.001); for likeability, Proposed > Speech
Only (? = 0.039); and for perceived intelligence, Proposed > Speech
Only (? = 0.009). Overall, these results further indicate that the
performance for Video 1 was better evaluated under the Proposed
condition than under the Baseline condition.

To a human observer, Video 1 appears to show an Event occur-
ring during the video. The intent of mentioning the Background is

Figure 7: Results of the Godspeed questionnaire for Video 1.
The error bars indicate the standard errors.

Figure 8: Results of Questionnaire 1 for Videos 2 and 3. The
error bars indicate the standard errors.

to make the explanation more detailed, and it is thus better to do
so than not to do so. As a result, because there was no discrepancy
between Video 1 and the representation generated by VISTURE,
the robot’s performance was better evaluated under the Proposed
condition, which provided a more detailed explanation than under
the Baseline condition.

In contrast, for Video 2 of boys practicing dribbling and Video
3 of boys riding a scooter, the robot’s performance was evaluated
more positively under the Baseline condition than under the Pro-
posed condition. We again conducted a one-way repeated-measures
ANOVA and multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method,
and we found signi�cant deferences between the Proposed and
Baseline conditions. Figure 8 shows the results of the multiple com-
parisons test for Questionnaire 1. The test identi�ed the following
results: for Q1, Baseline > Speech Only (? = 0.004) and Baseline >
Proposed (? = 0.011); for Q2, Baseline > Speech Only (? = 0.001)
and Baseline > Proposed (? = 0.010); for Q3, Baseline > Speech
Only (? < 0.001) and Baseline > Proposed (? = 0.049); for Q4, Base-
line > Speech Only (? = 0.001) and Baseline > Proposed (? = 0.003);
for Q5, Baseline > Speech Only (? < 0.001) and Baseline > Pro-
posed (? = 0.002); for Q7, Baseline > Speech Only (? = 0.031) and
Baseline > Proposed (? = 0.036); for Q8, Baseline > Speech Only
(? = 0.023); and for Q9, Baseline > Speech Only (? = 0.007). Overall,
the robot’s performance for Videos 2 and 3 was better evaluated
under the Baseline condition than under the Proposed condition.

Next, Figure 9 shows the results of the multiple comparisons test
for the Godspeed Questionnaire. The test identi�ed the following
results: for animacy, Proposed > Speech Only (? = 0.001) and Base-
line > Speech Only (? < 0.001); for likeability, Proposed > Speech
Only (? = 0.006) and Baseline > Speech Only (? < 0.001); and for
perceived intelligence, Baseline > Speech Only (? < 0.001) and
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Figure 9: Results of the Godspeed questionnaire for Videos 2
and 3. The error bars indicate the standard errors.

Baseline > Proposed (? = 0.013). Overall, these results further con-
�rm that the performance for Videos 2 and 3 was better evaluated
under the Baseline condition than under the Proposed condition.

To a human observer, in contrast to Video 1, Videos 2 and 3
do not appear to show an Event occurring during the video. It
seems that there was a representationmismatch under the Proposed
condition, whereas the mismatch did not occur under the Baseline
condition because the Event was not considered. The main cause of
the representation mismatch seems to be that VISTURE generates
representations by using only coordinate changes. Comparing the
VISTURE output results with the input Videos 2 and 3, we can
observe that there were objects whose coordinates changed very
little in the videos. As a result, the “stopped” criterion for an Event
was used to determine the target object to talk about. However, the
objects were still moving in the actual input videos, though the
coordinate changes were small. For example, Video 2 shows boys
kicking a soccer ball for dribbling practice and trying to go around
a colored cone. Because the boys’ coordinates obtained by the video
feature extraction function changed very little when they tried to
go around the cone, the information selection function decided that
the “stopped” criterion for an Event was satis�ed. Thus, we found
that it is not possible to detect all human actions from coordinate
changes alone.

The robot’s representation taking an Event into account did not
necessarily improve its evaluation by the participants. Expressions
that take an Event into account may be e�ective for objects such as
cars, whose actions are directly related to coordinate changes. How-
ever, humans may perform actions without changing coordinates,
in which case taking an Event into account may result in represen-
tation mismatches. For the case when the target Foreground object
is a human, we should consider either generating a representation
that does not take an Event into account or introducing an action
classi�cation. This knowledge of meta-level rule can also bring use-
ful insights to architectural design when creating models in deep
learning.

7.3 Limitations
We note here that our study has some limitations. The robot’s
gesture generation controls only the hand’s position and the range
of motion of the robot’s arms is limited to two dimensions. It is
because its gestures are generated from the coordinates of objects
in a video, but gestures are normally three-dimensional. It would be
interesting to conduct experiments that focus more on the e�ects of
gestures, such as comparing speech-related gestures with random
gestures. Regarding the limitations of the experimental design, the

results may not be generalizable across cultures, as expressions vary
among di�erent languages and cultures. In addition, the experiment
was conducted with only one type of robot. Because Pepper has a
human-like appearance, di�erent trends may emerge when using
a robot with a simpler appearance. Although the viewpoints of
the input videos should be an important factor because a robot is
intended to describe a view that it has seen, we did not account
for it in this study. Our experimental design limited the possible
types of communication. In the future, we aim to investigate more
interactive settings by using real-world information.

8 CONCLUSION
We have proposed VISTURE, a system that generates robot gestures
and speech by using video as input, assuming a situation in which
a robot conveys what it saw with a camera to a person who was
absent. We have performed a case study to investigate the expres-
sions that Japanese people use to describe video scenes and found
classi�cation: Foreground and Background. VISTURE generates
representations based on changes in the coordinates of objects in
a video, according to the �ndings of a case study. We experimen-
tally evaluated the quality of the gestures and speech generated
by VISTURE and the people’s impression of a robot performing
those gestures and speech. We found that the robot was perceived
as more likeable and capable when it performed gestures. However,
some representations that took an Event and the Background in a
video into account worked well, whereas others did not. This was
because coordinate changes in a video could not always be used
to detect human actions, in which case the generated representa-
tion mentioning an Event did not match the person performing an
action.
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